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From Deleveraging To Giving A Bailout 
– by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p9-11
Bailing out P2P suggests policymakers have started to de-escalate financial
deleveraging. In fact, many signs indicate that the policy focus now, has
already moved towards supporting credit growth as well as infrastructure
investment, while the US-China trade confrontation is underway.

A Crisis of Confidence in Argentina - by Natalie Rivett and Ed Blake, p12-15
Rate hikes and a USD50bn bailout deal with the IMF in June only briefly 
steadied the Peso and in recent weeks, jitters returned as Turkey’s crisis 
roiled Emerging Markets, adding to already lingering concerns over US-China 
trade tensions and Fed policy tightening.

EU 10YR YIELD – Scope To 0.518 And Above Whilst Dips Are Limited To 
0.282 - by Ed Blake, p17
Buy into near-term dips in anticipation of a return through 0.518 targeting 
0.660.  Place a protective stop under recent range support at 0.282.

AUD/CAD – Rounding Top Pattern Leaves Downside Vulnerable 
- by Andy Dowdell, p18

Scope is seen for a deeper decline to .9150, possibly .8978. Short-term rallied 
should fade into the tough .9555/.9613 area.

S&P/GOLD RATIO – Poised For A Rally Extension Targeting The 2.501-2.559 
Zone – by Ed Blake, p19
Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension targeting the 2.501-
2.559 zone. Place a protective stop under the 2.294 minor higher low.

Know the Flows: Europe Equity Funds Extend Outflow Streak As ‘Brexit’ 
Deal Remains Elusive - by Cameron Brandt, p3
The last week of August saw European Equity Funds chalk up their 25th
straight outflow, thereby extending their third longest redemption streak
since EPFR started tracking this group weekly in 2000.

Countervailing Forces Keeping Rates In Range - by David Ader, p4
I want to touch on two things.  The first is more a teaser than anything else, 
but it’s a reminder of why, perhaps, Powell’s recent comments on inflation 
were quite benign.

Riksbank The Major Event - by Rachel Bex, p5-6
This week’s Riksbank decision is expected to be one of the most important
meetings of the year given the Bank is on the cusp of moving away from its
previously ultra loose monetary policy towards a period of tightening.

Ongoing Output Disruptions To Push Oil Prices Higher 
– by Robert Graystone & Ed Blake, p7-8
The near-term outlook for oil is skewed upward by threats to supply and
there is little sign of falling demand, leaving scope for further upside in
front-month Brent over the coming months.
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The last week of August saw European Equity Funds chalk up their 25th
straight outflow, thereby extending their third longest redemption
streak since EPFR started tracking this group weekly in 2000. In contrast
to previous weeks, however, the outflows were driven by perceptions
that the UK and EU may part ways at the end of 1Q19 without a
workable divorce settlement rather than by the rhetoric emerging from
Italy’s new, populist coalition government.

While continuing to distance themselves from the dangers they perceive
in Europe, investors regained some of their appetite for riskier asset
classes. Emerging Markets Equity Funds posted only their second inflow
during the past 15 weeks, commitments to Alternative Funds jumped to
a 19-week high, Emerging Markets Bond Funds snapped their latest
outflow streak and High Yield Bond Funds recorded their fourth inflow
since late July.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds posted collective inflows of $788
million during the week ending August 29 while Equity Funds absorbed
$7.6 billion – with Dividend Equity Funds recording only their third inflow
so far this year -- and Money Market Funds took in a net $97 million.
Funds with US and Chinese mandates remained popular despite the
trade issues separating the world’s largest economies.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, Japan Bond Funds
recorded their biggest inflow year-to-date, Turkey Equity Funds
absorbed fresh money for the 19th time in the past 20 weeks and
commitments to South Africa Equity Funds were the biggest in over two
years. Municipal Bond Funds posted inflows for the 15th time in the past
16 weeks and Inflation Protected Bond Funds snapped a five-week run
of outflows.

The modest rebound in risk appetite evident in late August helped EPFR-
tracked Technology Sector Funds absorb over $1 billion for the first time
since the first week of June. But overall flow patterns again favored fund
groups with a defensive reputation. Flows into Consumer Goods and
Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds hit 22 and 60-week highs
respectively, Telecoms Sector Funds took in fresh money for the 11th
straight week and both Utilities and Infrastructure Sector Funds
recorded inflows.

Flows to Technology Sector Funds favored those with US mandates, and
the week’s two biggest money magnets are both dedicated to
semiconductor plays. Although investors continue to pump money into
these funds, allocations to the sector among US Equity Funds dipped
sharply coming into August.

With another US rate hike regarded as all but certain when the US
Federal Reserve meets next month, a recent upturn in flows to Real
Estate Sector Funds hit the wall with redemptions hitting a 19-week
high. Despite a good 2Q18 earnings season for US real estate investment
trusts (REITs), the prospect of higher mortgage and other borrowing
costs remains a headwind while the strong dollar is crimping returns for
funds with exposure to foreign real estate revenue streams.

Know The Flows - Europe Equity Funds Extend Outflow Streak As ‘Brexit’ Deal Remains Elusive
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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I want to touch on two things. The first is more a teaser than anything
else, but it’s a reminder of why, perhaps, Powell’s recent comments on
inflation were quite benign. First, there is the chance of base effects
coming into play meaning simply that the higher MoM gains in H2 last
year may give the incoming figures a bit of relief, i.e. not accelerating.
I’m not handicapping the tariff impact and will, of course, be looking for
that, but I hope this first chart gives you a sense of the potential to see
moderated inflation in the coming months. I’ll read that as a benign
thing for the bond market but not so benign as to lose more hikes this
year.

Related to that is the broader sense of inflation from rather more
common elements. Two of those are the CRB and the dollar, which I
don’t need to tell you hint at moderating inflation pressures. The CRB
has slipped to late 2016 levels, as has the Raw Materials Index, and the
dollar is at its strongest level in over a year.

Meanwhile, there’s wide agreement from the likes of the TIPS market

where BEIRs have been flat for most of this year (2/3s of which is behind
us, FYI), the Fed’s 5-yr 5-yr forward rate, which has followed that
sideways pattern.

The second thing I want to discuss is the softer tone in the housing
market, though I’m not sure what words can add to the charts on
display. Between higher prices and rates, the Housing Affordability
Index produced by the National Association of Realtors has been
plummeting, reaching a level last seen in the summer of 2008. (The
index measures whether a typical family has enough income to qualify
for a mortgage on a typical home.) I think the lowest level in 10 years
warrants mention since other signals like Home Builders Future Sales,
Existing and New Home Sales are clearly weakening -- Existing Home
Sales have been negative for the last four months while New Home Sales
have been down in three of the last four months and likewise for
Pending Home Sales.

Countervailing Forces Keeping Rates In Range
By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/101254/Ader_FI_musings_Aug_31.pdf
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Riksbank The Major Event
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst Back to Index Page
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This week’s Riksbank decision is expected to be one of the most
important meetings of the year given the Bank is on the cusp of moving
away from its previously ultra loose monetary policy towards a period of
tightening.

Much debate has been had over the timing of the first hike in recent
weeks, with the hawks on the board (Ohlsson, Floden, Skingsley) all
pointing to on/above-target CPIF as reason to start raising rates (the
former two say as soon as September), while the more cautious board
members, headed up by Governor Ingves and include per Jansson, and
up until recently af Jochnick, have all warned against moving too early
given how underlying inflation pressures (excluding energy) remain
weak.

To this, CPIF ex-energy reads have proved the key concerns for a
typically cautious Ingves, but even after a recent slump in services
inflation, af Jochnick was surprisingly more hawkish than had been
anticipated in her August 24 speech, stating that the rate path still points
to a hike towards year end, with probability set for an October move.
She added that risks abroad have had no immediate effects on Sweden,
and conceded that the local economy is doing very well (in line with
forecasts), Swedish growth is still strong, while Q2 GDP was better than
expected.

Next week, the hawks will constructively argue that CPIF has held around
target (2%) for about a year now, while a weak Krona (which recently
slumped to nine year lows versus the Eur), should also give the Riksbank
some breathing space to tighten policy.

At present, odds of an October hike stand at just 13.2%, while those for
December stand at 28.3%.

On balance, we suspect the Bank will stick with its current plan to hike
rates before the year is out, although slight downward revisions may be
made to the rate path in order to account for the risk that inflation may

fall back again, once energy prices eventually peak.

At the last meeting, rates were seen averaging -0.50% in Q3 and -0.43%
in Q4.

Should the CB lower the probability of a Q4 hike, some Eur/Sek gains are
likely, but overstretched positioning suggests 10.70-75 could emerge as
a possible topping zone. An unchanged outlook should help the pair
steady into a rough 10.50-60 range (not forgetting pre-election risks still
remain), while a hawkish turn could see a swift pullback through the key
10.4904-10.4637 support zone and shift overall focus lower.

Riksbank The Major Event … cont’d
Back to Index Page
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S&P Global Platts report that OPEC have scheduled another meeting on
September 11 to lay the groundwork for their September 23 convene in
Algiers. The near-term outlook for oil is skewed upward by threats to
supply and there is little sign of falling demand, leaving scope for further
upside in front-month Brent over the coming months.

Disruptions in Venezuelan exports continue

A partial port closure in Venezuela is the latest stumbling block faced by
the country's oil industry which has been in sharp decline over the past
few years. Reports via Reuters suggest that the damage caused to the
dock by a ship collision will limit the state producer PDVSA's ability to
export crude as well as import crucial diluents (e.g. naptha) which is
blended with its heavy oil. So there is no end to production/export woes
for the troubled country.

US sanctions on Iran to curb output

Iranian oil output has already begun to tail off over the past few months,
but has got much further to fall once US sanctions begin to bite. Analysts
suggest that buyers are already beginning to turn their backs on Iranian
oil in order to avoid facing penalties once punitive measures come into
effect at the beginning of November. Hence, Iranian oil supply is set to
drop, and it is unclear how much of the slack will be taken up by other
OPEC producers given the disruptions in key countries (incl. Venezuela &
Libya).

Cont. page 8

Ongoing Output Disruptions To Push Oil Prices Higher 
By Robert Graystone, Fixed Income Strategist and Ed Blake, Chief European Fixed Income Technical Analyst Back to Index Page
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Possible downside risk stems from demand factors

Noted supply factors point to a firmer outlook for crude, but there are
some downside risks stemming from demand factors. For one, china is
the world's largest oil importer, and demand from the country could
suffer if the trade spat with the US intensifies. There are also broader
concerns regarding a slowdown in global economic growth which would
dampen demand for oil. However, these are longer-term drivers that
may impact over the coming years, whilst we see supply limitations
boosting prices over the short-term.

Scope for further upside in front-month Brent towards USD80.50/brl

Overall, our view is that supply disruptions will continue to push oil
prices higher over the coming months unless OPEC/non-OPEC agree to
significantly raise output; as such, we will be closely watching the
upcoming meetings. For the time being though, we target a move higher
in front month brent from current levels (ca USD77/brl) for a retest of
the YTD high at 80.50, with a stop just below technical support at 75.50.

Technical outlook points to resumed uptrend

• Bulls have resumed the long-term uptrend via 70.30 (15 August
low/200DMA) to retrace much of the prior correction from 80.50 (17
May peak – highest for 3-3/4yrs).

• Constructive daily-monthly studies suggest strength through a three-
month falling trendline at 78.46 re-opening the 80.50 peak.

• Beyond would confirm 70.30 as a major higher low and target 81.61
(21 November 2014 high), perhaps 83.00 (1.236 Fibonacci projection
of 27.10/58.37 from 44.35).

• Only a failure to regain the three-month trendline at 78.46 and/or a
return below the 75.27/75.73 zone (30 July high/28 August low)
would caution bulls and signal extended ranging over 70.30.

Ongoing Output Disruptions To Push Oil Prices Higher … cont’d 
Back to Index Page
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• Shadow banking defaults, led by P2P or Peer-To-Peer lending, surged
to a record high CNY53bn in July, raising concerns over an escalation of
liquidity distress in the non-FI lending market.

• Faced with this, the CBIRC (China Banking & Insurance Regulatory
Commission) has asked the four distressed asset management
companies (namely Cinda, Huarong, Great Wall, Orient) to help
stabilise the P2P market, per newswires.

• Needless to say, stabilising can be in the form of a financial bailout if
necessary.

• P2P is just a small segment of the whole shadow banking sector.
• Thus, if the policymakers choose to bail out P2P, we can imagine they

will also rescue the rest of the whole sector.

In our view, bailing out P2P represents that policymakers have started to
de-escalate financial deleveraging. In fact, many signs suggest that the
policy focus now, has already moved towards supporting credit growth as
well as infrastructure investment, while the US-China trade confrontation
is underway.

The Importance of Infrastructure Investment

What we have observed is that the growth of government revenue has
been lagging behind the growth of infrastructure investment (chart 1). As
a result, the government is increasingly reliant on debt financing to
support the growth of infrastructure investment, which was the second
largest component in fixed asset investment in 2017, even in front of real
estate investment (chart 2). This component is so important but however
had been in a downtrend since President Xi openly stressed the
importance of financial risk control in a speech in April 2017 (chart 3).
With fixed asset investment shrinking, the related financing activity
unavoidably slowed down. That's why we saw a sharp decrease in local
government debt issuance, led by LGFVs, during July 2017 to April of this
year (chart 4).

Cont. page 10

China Insight: From Deleveraging To Giving A Bailout
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst Back to Index Page
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However, with PBOC deciding to cut RRR in late-June and then announcing
the implementation guidelines for asset management business and the
consultation paper on banks' wealth management products (WMPs) in
mid-July, we have seen a strong rebound of local government debt issues.
That said, despite the strong rebound of new debt issuance on a gross
basis, net issuance remains quite sluggish (chart 5).

Apparently, an increase in LGFV debt issuance on a net basis is needed to
help support the growth of infrastructure investment.

How can such an increase be achieved when investors have already had a
perception that the government tends to allow some manageable LGFV
debt defaults to show its determination to remove implicit guarantees? In
our view, in order to boost the net issuance of LGFVs, the government
might need to give a signal(s) to the market that a sort of bailout will be
provided, maybe selectively, in the case LGFV defaults happen.

Cont. page 11

China Insight: From Deleveraging To Giving A Bailout - Cont’d…. 
Back to Index Page
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"Selectively" can be in the sense that any potential bailout would be
biased in favour of the regions which are less burdened by debt. Chart 6
shows that apart from Tibet (which should be ignored), Guangdong and
Shanghai are the regions which are least burdened by debt. Behind
Guangdong and Shanghai, there are at least ten regions which have a debt
burden significantly below the nationwide average of 52.5%, which we
think should be given more preference from the perspective of LGFV
investment.

China Insight: From Deleveraging To Giving A Bailout - Cont’d…. 
Back to Index Page
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Rate hikes and a USD50bn bailout deal with the IMF in June only briefly 
steadied the Peso and in recent weeks, jitters returned as Turkey’s crisis 
roiled Emerging Markets, adding to already lingering concerns over US-
China trade tensions and Fed policy tightening.

No respite for Argentina’s Peso - heads further into uncharted territory

Argentina’s currency weakened over 25% against the Dollar in August,
the most in the EM FX space, closely followed by the Turkish Lira. Yet,
whilst the Turkish currency has pulled back from record lows (albeit,
arguably a temporary respite), Argentina’s Peso has remained under
pressure, with USD/ARS heading further into uncharted territory,
beyond the 40 handle last week. This, despite the Central Bank and
government’s continued efforts to shore up the Peso, including the sale
of billions of Dollars in FX reserves and lengthening of debt maturities.
The Central Bank was ultimately forced to deliver a further 1,500bp hike
to the benchmark overnight interest rate, to 60%, on August 30th.

The recent turmoil in EMs has cast concerns over Argentina’s economic
outlook, calling into question how President Macri’s government will
navigate accelerating inflation (at 31.2% y/y in July), a widening current
deficit and a looming recession – all ahead of the October 2019
presidential election.

These concerns have exacerbated the pressure on the Peso and other
Argentine assets with the benchmark Merval stock index having shed ca.
15% ytd and the yield on the sovereign's USD-denominated century
bond fast approaching 10%, having advanced some 200bp since pricing
in June last year. At the same time, we can see from the EPFR data a
rather steady tail-off in year-to-date cumulative net inflows to Argentine
Bond and Equity Funds over the past few months as investors cool on
the country's assets (see following chart).

A recession looms - further threatening Macri’s popularity into 2019 
elections

There were high expectations for Argentina’s economy at the start of the
year, but the currency crisis – a slump of more than 50% versus the USD
ytd – an unfavourable foreign trade environment and the worst drought
in 50 years have all sent it into reverse gear. GDP advanced 3.6% y/y in
Q1, though economic activity has since contracted for three straight
months, and by as much as 6.7% y/y in June, the worst monthly decline
since 2009. The government has predicted the economy will likely
contract by 1% in 2018.

Cont. Page 13

A Crisis Of Confidence In Argentina
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst Back to Index Page
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A recession threatens Macri’s key campaign promise of achieving zero
poverty. The president – who has long defended his gradual approach
to economic reform as necessary for sheltering ordinary Argentines from
a decline in living standards – admitted recently that some of the gains
made in poverty reduction will be lost because of the economic
downturn.

This will only weigh further on Macri's popularity heading into next
year's election. Indeed, many already blame the president for worsening
inflation as cuts to public utility subsidies have sent water and heating
bills soaring. For now, Macri can only hope the graft probe surrounding
former populist president Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner will allow him
to secure a second four year term, as he struggles to convince
Argentines that all this economic pain is necessary and will give way to
long-term gains.

More fiscal tightening needed to balance budget by 2020

Treasury Minister Dujovne has insisted the government will maintain its
fiscal deficit target of 2.7%/GDP in line with the IMF’s conditions
attached to its assistance programme. However, to balance the budget
by 2020 more fiscal tightening is needed and this is no easy task as rising
social tensions, together with political pressures, risk making major
spending cuts and tax increases even more difficult to implement as
austerity bites.

Amid the continued Peso sell-off and crisis of confidence in Argentina,
the government has asked the IMF for an early disbursement of funds
from the USD50bn bailout package, which, rather than reassuring
investors, exacerbated the crisis of confidence in Argentina given
existing concerns over the country's ability to meet next year's financing
needs. The Peso saw its biggest one day decline in almost 3 years of
more than 13% vs the Dollar on August 30th.

Reducing the fiscal deficit will in turn help to ease financing pressure,
with the country’s short-term debt obligations another key source of
vulnerability for Argentina as the nation has almost USD60bn of debt
coming due in 12 months or so following aggressive borrowing from the
government to secure a financial cushion for reforms. The government
has already vowed to eliminate its circa USD20bn+ stock of Lebac debt
that has offered yields as high as 52%, but this just risks spurring
dollarisation in the current climate.

The following dashboard summarises some of these key problems
engulfing Argentina’s economy:

Cont. Page 14

A Crisis Of Confidence In Argentina … cont’d
Back to Index Page
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Further pain awaits the Peso amid weak fundamentals

Even after a EM-leading slide of circa 50% against the Dollar since the
start of the year, there may still be little light at the end of the tunnel for
the Argentine Peso. Broad risk aversion has exacerbated the currency's
sell-off, but even if appetite for riskier assets improves, we believe the
Peso will fail to see any meaningful respite into year-end as
fundamentals remain weak and with economic data likely to continue
deteriorating.

A recession will probably be realised in Q3 and as austerity bites, Macri
will ultimately be held accountable heading into next year's presidential
elections. Argentina is by no means Turkey - as it follows an orthodox
policy route – and we do not doubt Macri’s commitment to reform. Yet,
whilst there should be no concerns on this front, we suspect
policymakers will struggle to get the economy back on track at a pace
that will satisfy investors, risking further ARS depreciation over the
coming months, especially amid the challenging background of
tightening global liquidity.

The technical outlook remains constructive for USD/ARS, with scope for
an extension to new record highs through 45.893:

• Drives dramatically higher to post today’s 41.362 record high (just over
a 1.5 Fibonacci projection of 20.104/29.522 rally from 27.055)

• While the market has since eased, constructive multi-timeframe
studies suggest further upside potential through 42.295/43.670
(1.618/1.764 projections off 27.055) opening 45.893 (double equality
target off 27.055)

• Corrective setbacks are anticipated given exhausted daily studies/scale
of recent gains, but dips should hold well above the 28.554/29.120
support zone (50DMA and 14 August low)

A Crisis Of Confidence In Argentina … cont’d
Back to Index Page
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• The 6½mth downtrend from 0.806 (Feb’s peak) hit 0.188 (29 May 
spike low) before ranging between 0.282/0.518

• Daily studies are starting to improve, but above 0.518 is required to 
give yield bulls traction to 0.660-0.703 zone

• Beyond would refresh the broader yield recovery and re-open 0.806, 
above which signals new three-year highs

• Only sub 0.282 would damage upside scope and signal extended 
consolidation over key support at 0.156/0.188

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term dips in anticipation of a return through 0.518 
targeting 0.660. Place a protective stop under recent range support at 
0.282

EU 10YR YIELD – Scope To 0.518 And Above Whilst Dips Are Limited To 0.282 
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 0.806 2018 top – 8 February, near 1 September 2015 high (0.802) 
R4 0.703 8 March 2018 high 
R3 0.660 76.4% retrace of 0.806/0.188 fall. close to 24 April/15 May lower highs (0.656/0.648) 
R2 0.570 61.8% retrace of 0.806/0.188 fall 
R1 0.518 12 June 2018 lower high, nr 1 August 2018 high (0.491) and a 6½mth falling trendline (0.467) 

Support Levels 

S1 0.282 6 July 2018 low, near 17 August 2018 low (0.287) 
S2 0.188 2018 low – 29 May, nr 61.8% of -0.205/0.806 (0.181) & 1.382x 0.806/0.473 off 0.656 (0.195) 
S3 0.156 2017 low – 18 April 
S4 0.092 9 November 2016 higher low, near 1.618x 0.806/0.473 off 0.656 (0.117) 
S5 0.033 76.4% retrace of -0.205/0.806 rally 
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• Downside is looking increasingly vulnerable following the formation 
of a multi-year rounding top pattern

• Bears are gaining traction below the 200-Week moving average, with 
scope now seen for a deeper decline to .9150/.8978

• Bulls need to clear the .9555/.9613 area to relieve immediate 
pressure, but only above .9814 stabilises

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope is seen for a deeper decline to .9150, possibly .8978. Short-term 
rallied should fade into the tough .9555/.9613 area

AUD/CAD – Rounding Top Pattern Leaves Downside Vulnerable 
Technical Analysis by Andy Dowdell Back to Index Page

 

Resistance Levels 

R5 .9934 6 June 2018 high 
R4 .9814 10 July 2018 high 
R3 .9708 31 July 2018 high 
R2 .9613 21 August 2018 high 
R1 .9555 10 May 2018 low 

Support Levels 

S1 .9390 10 June 2016 low 
S2 .9326 26 May 2016 low 
S3 .9250 6 October 2015 low 
S4 .9150 7 September 2015 low 
S5 .8978 50% of 2008 – 2012 (0.7172 – 1.0784) advance (now shown) 
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• Accelerates the long-term uptrend to post new 12½ year highs over 
2.381 (4 October 2006 lower high)

• Constructive studies buoy for 2.501/2.525 (Fibonacci levels), perhaps 
channel resistance nr the 2.559 lower high

• Sustained gains would then expose lower highs from 2005 at 2.670, 
perhaps 2.804 

• Daily Momentum divergence is noted, but only below support at 
2.294 then 2.195 would damage upside scope

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term dips as we await a rally extension targeting the 
2.501-2.559 zone. Place a protective stop under the 2.294 minor higher 
low

S&P/GOLD RATIO – Poised For A Rally Extension Targeting The 2.501-2.559 Zone 
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.851 Equality projection of 0.592/1.977 from 1.467 
R4 2.804 31 August 2005 minor lower high 
R3 2.670 4 November 2005 lower high 
R2 2.559 20 December 2005 lower high, near 5¾ year rising channel resistance at 2.548 
R1 2.501 38.2% retrace of the long-term 5.589/0.592 fall, near .764x 0.592/1.977 from 1.467 at 2.525 

Support Levels 

S1 2.294 30 July 2018 minor higher low, near a five-month rising trendline at 2.299 
S2 2.195 2 July 2018 former high 
S3 2.136 13 June 2018 low, near 11 December 2017 former high at 2.142 
S4 2.071 29 May 2018 higher low 
S5 2.023 26-month rising trendline 
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